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EFFECTS ON ONE-THIRD INTEGER RESONANT EXTRACTION
DUE TO SEXTUPOLE FIELDS IN THE LA,TTICE BENDING MAGNETSt

R." w. CHASMAN AND M. MONTH
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York, U.S.A.

Slow extraction in a circular accelerator can be accomplished by providing a sextupole distribution with a kth
harmonic, where the integer k is ~hree times the v value at resonance. It is pointed out that the size of the
separatrix (the triangular phase-space region which separates stable from unstable particles) is extremely sensitive
to 'the v value. On the other hand, the sextupolecomponents in the bending magnets introduce a v shift which is a
function of the amplitude. of the particl,es being extracted. It thus follows that the separatrix 'will expand as a
function of particle amplitude. Under certain circumstances, which are discussed, particles, that up to a particular
amplitude have remained unstable, will become retrapped by the advancing separatrix created by their own
amplitude growth and no extraction can occur. The conditions under which this effect occurs are.described and
the means by which partial correction can be achieved are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Slow extraction in a circular accelerator can be
accomplished by providing a sextupole distribution
with a kth harmonic. The integer k is three times
the v va1ue at resonance. As an example we '-con
sider acase of vertical extraction as is proposed· in
the cold magnet synchrotron under study at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, (1) although the
ideas presented here can be applied equally well to
normal synchrotrons. Here extraction is achieved
with four evenly spaced sextupoles of equal strength
and alternating polarity, which will give a 22nd
harmonic and can be used for extraction on a
vy = 71 resonance. (1) If the vy value is shifted
toward its resonant value, the region of stable
phase space decreases.- At some point before the
resonant V y value is reached, the particles of larger
amplitude become unstable~ When V y = k/3, all
the particles are unstable and move outward.
Their vertical betatron oscillation amplitudes
increase with each revolution. At a given amplitude,
the particles encounter a septum and are extracted.

Consider an arrangement of four sextupoles, as
indicate'd above, each with integrat~d strength
ge = O.27/m2• If b = 1em is the maximum vertical
amplitude of the particles and fly = 33 m is the
maximum vertical betatron amplitude function(2)
for the lattice, then the deviation of the V y value
from its value at resonance, for which all the
particles of the beam are just stable, is given by(3)

ILlvyl = ~ygeb = 0.008. (1.1)
y 3J31T

t Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic
Energy· Commission.

For this V y value the beam is enclosed in a tri
angular boundary, the separatrix. The three un..
stable fixed points at the corners of the triangle
have an amplitude(3)

_ 21T I~Vy I' _ j 41T rv (1.2)Asp - A -b'V3 j_rvO.5cm.
f3yge v 3

Thus the separatrix size is extremely sensitive to the
value of Vy . A shift from resonance (vy = kj3) by
less than 0.01 v units causes the amplitude of the
unstable fixed points, which define the boundary
between stable and unstable particles, to change
from 0 to 0.5 em.

2. EFFECTS ON EXTRACTION FROM A
SEXTUPOLE COMPONENT IN THE
BENDING MAGNETS

A. Without Compensation of the Bending Magnet
Sextupole Component

Because of the sensitivity of the separatrix size
to the deviation of v from its resonance value, small
v shifts can greatly influence particle extraction.
In the case that t1).ere is a sextupole component
present in the dipole magnets, we find that, via the
coupling of vertical and horizontal particle motion,
it can produce a shift of the vertical v value large
enough to suppress entirely the vertical extraction
process.

The mechanism for this is as follows:
The equations for the horizontal and vertical

motions are given by:

x"+Kxx = -2SExy+Sn(x2_ y 2) (2.1)

y" +KyY = SE(y2 -x2) -2Snxy. (2.2)
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R = 130 m is the average radius of the accelerator
and V x = 10.45 is the horizontal v value. This small
orbit shift causes a vertical v shift (vy = 22/3)

Here differentiation is with respect to s, the
distance around the machine, and K x and K y are
the horizontal and vertical gradient focusing
functions. SEeS) 'is the s~xtupole distribution
which is'provided for vertical extraction and SD(S)
is the sextupole distribution in the dipole magnets
of the lattice~ In the particular case considered
here, SEeS) contains all even harmonics which are
not divisible by 4, while Sn(S) is largely made up of
a Oth harmonic and can be approximated by a
constant:

E is defined as E = tB"/Bo and R is the average
radius of the machine.

It can be shown that the vertical motion at
resonance (vy = k/3, k is an integer) is essentially a
betatron motion with increasing amplitude. This
is a reflection of the fact that the particles move out
along straight line separatrices in the vertical phase
plane. Thus the solution of the equation for the
vertical motion can be approximated by ,Yes) ~
A(s)JpyIPycosvys/R, where A is a monotonically,
but slowly, growing amplitude, and py =_ Rjvy.
y 2(s) therefore contains an oscillatory (with fre
quency 2vy) part and a nonoscillatory part. As
particles are extracted, their vertical amplitude, A,
grows. This vertical growth causes a shift of the
horizontal equilibrium orbit. The part of this orbit
shift, DX, which is caused by the nonoscillatory part
of y2(S) in turn produces a shift in the vertical v

value. Using the expression for DX obtained in the
appendix one gets that for E = 6jm2 = 0.0039/in. 2,

the horizontal orbit shift, originating in the non
oscillatory part of y 2, when the particle vertical
amplitude, A, has reached 1 em is given by

EA2R
DX = -42 ~ 0.018 em. (2.4)

vx

(2.8)(A in cm)

or

or

E < 4.7/m2 ~ 0.0035jin.2
•

€ < ~~. (2.9)

For an extraction amplitude of 1.2 cm, this
condition is

vertical amplitude is 1 em from remaining unstable.
The last equation expresses the fact that in the
presence of a sextupole component, E, in the dipole
magnets, the motion of a particle, which in the
extraction process has reached the amplitude A,
will be governed by unstable fixed points of
amplitude Asp, proportional to A2. If Asp ~ A,
the particles which up to A hqve been unstable will
become retrapped by a separatrix created by their
own vertical amplitude growth. The situation is
thus inherently stable and no extraction can occur.
The condition which must be satisfied if extraction
is to take place is therefore

Asp <A (2.7)

B. With Compensation of the Sextupole Component
by Discrete Sextupole Magnets

The effect which a sextupole component in the
dipole magnets has on the extraction can be
completely eliminatedt by the introduction of
correcting sextupole windings in the magnets
themselves. Partial compensation of the effect
can also be achieved by a large number of separate
sextupole'magnets. In Ref. (1), one compensating
sextupole magnet in· each of the 48 cells is pro
posed. t This sextupole is placed right next to a
vertically focusing quadrupole where f3y has a
maximum.

With N separate compensating sextupoles the
function Sn(s) in Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) can be approxi
mated by

(2.3)SD(S) = - i.

(2.5) (2.10)

The resulting v value, being off resonance, cor
responds to a separatrix with unstable fixed points
at "amplitude"

A = 27T IL1vJJ = 27T€2A2R~ = ] 3 em (2.6)
SP Pyge 4Pyge V yv~ . .

This is large enough to prevent a particle whose

t A small residual sextupole component, varying randomly
from magnet to magnet, does remain. Because this type of
error introduces a resonant harmonic, it is not insignificant
and will be dealt with in a separate study.

tActually, two compensating sextupole magnets in each
cell is proposed, giving a total of 96. However, the additional
48 are near vertically defocusing quadrupoles and thus have
a smaller influence on vertical v shifts, due to either equili
brium orbit shifts or betatron oscillation amplitudes.
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and the vertical v shift becomes

1T€
gc ~ N· (2.14)

furthermore, it can easily be shown that even an
allowance for LJvy ='0.2 aoross the 2-cm-wide
aperture of the vacuum chamber will not change the
~ondition of Eq. (2.17) significantly and will not
bring the value of g c much closer to that required
by Eq. (2.14).· Consequently, one puts a tolerance
on the sextupole component fin the dipole magnet
assuming dvy/oR = o. Substituting gc from Eq.
(2.17) into Eq. (2.12) one calculates the resulting
value of LJvy and then gets an upper limit for €

using Eqs. (2.6) and, (2.7). With the parameters of
iRef. (1), one obtains

13
E <, -lA' (2.18)

where € is in m-2 and A in centimeters. Taking
A = 1.2cm

€ < 12 m-2 = 0.0077 in.-2 • (2.19)

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical orbit calculations were perfor,med
which simulated the resonant extraction pro~ess

with the parameters of Ref. (1). Runs were made
for various sextupole fields in the bending magnets
and different degrees of compensation.

The 'SYNCH program was used. Appropriate
subroutines were ·added to this code in order to
integrate the equations of horizontal and vertical
motions in the sextupole field.

For each case two particles were traced. The
initial conditions for these particles were chosen at
the azimuth in the ring where the extraction process
starts, i.e., at the septum. One of the particles was
initially placed on a separatrix line corresponding
to the exact resonance condition, i.e., going
through the origin in the y-y' plane. The other
particle was made to start on a similar separatrix
'line, but now corresponding to the off-resonant
case for which the area inside the separatrix
corresponds to the vertical emittance of the
circulating beam. The particle coordinates""at the
location of the· septum after each three revolutions.
were obtained and plotted in Figs. 1 to 3. If no
sextupole fields were present other than those in
the extraction magnets the particles would go out
along the separatrix lines on which they started.
The vertical emittance of the extracted beam
corresponds to the areain the y-y' plane which is
enclosed by four points, namely the positions of
the two particles at the septum and the points
which the particles reach after the following three
revolutions. ~5) These areas are drawn on the graphs.

(2.16)

(2.17)1- 1T€

gc=~2N·

fly = 2R/vy and f3r:in = lR/vx is assumed in
Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12). In order to have LJvy = 0
one obtains the condition

J21T€ 1
gc = --y I +-II-(71V",!N)COt(1TV",!N)' (2.13)

With N = 48 and Vx = 10.45

where S(s) is the. Dirac delta function defined such
that Ie:' 00 S(s) 4s = 1, g c is the integrated strength of
each of the N compensating sextupoles, and the
s/s are their positions around the machine. As
shown in the appendix, the horizontal orbit shift
that will cause a vertical v shift is now given by

This condition is not compatible. with the require
ment of Eq. (2.14) except in the limit N -+ 00.

A6

If one takes into account the fact that the magnetic
radius of curvature p is not equal to R, one obtains

J21T€ 1
gc = --y;r I +-11 -(p!R)(1TV",!N)COt(1TV",!N)' (2.15)

With p = 90m,

Unfortunately, however, one will not be able to
meet this requirement for proper extraction
conditions. The presence of the sextupole com
ponent in the dipole magnets and the compensating
sextupole magnets will also cause another un
desirable effect, namely, a variation of V y across
the aperture of the vacuum chamber of the machine,
i.e., ovy/oR =F O. Compensating for the latter effect
(we neglect here and in what follows the contribu
tion of the gradient forcing function, K y , to
oVy/oR) requires(4)
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FIG. 1. Vertical phase-space trajectories for one-third integer extraction, no compensation for sextupole
components (E) in the dipole magnets.
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FIG. 2. Vertical phase-space trajectories for one-third integer extraction, with compensation providing for
oVyloR = O.
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FIG. 3. Vertical phase-space trajectories for one-third integer extraction, with compensation determined by
Eq. (2.16).

Figure 1 shows results for the case where no
compensation is made for the sextupole fields in the
bending magnets. In Fig. 2 data are plotted from
runs using compensation according to the require-
ment of Eq. (2.17), i.e., gc = JZ7T€/N. Figure 3
shows results which were obtained with "gc =
O.97T€/N, i.e., the condition of Eq. (2.16). As can
be ascertained from these figures, the extraction

"quality is badly deteriorated at € = 4/m2 if no
compensation is made (Fig. 1), while for the case of
proper compensation, even€ = 8/m2 is acceptable
(Fig. 3). In the practical case, when the strength
of the comp"ensation sextupoles is such that
oVy/oR = 0, good extraction quality is obtained for
€ :::;: 4/m2 = ! per cent/in.2•

4. CONCLUSIONS

Both analytical and numerical results presented
in this paper suggest that the presence of sextupole
fields in the bending -magnets of the lattice causes
undesirable effects during one-third integer reso
nant vertical extraction. These effects can be

completely eliminated only ifcompensation for the
sextupole field component is made with pole
windings in the magnets themselves. When separate
sextupoles are used for compensation, proper
resonant conditions (see Eq. (2.15)) cannot be
restored completely, because the same sextupole
magnets also have to correct for the variation of V y

across the aperture of the vacuum chamber (see
Eq. (2.17)). However, quite acceptable resonant
extraction can be attained if the value of € is small
enough. With the parameters used in this paper, a
tolerance for the sextupole component in the
bending magn"ets of € = !B"/Bo :::;:! per cent/in.2

was set. Similar conclusions hold for horizontal
extraction as well.

A~PENDIX

In order to get expressions for. the horizonta
orbit shift, Sx, and the vertical v shift, L1vy , the
effect of the extraction sextupole distribution will
be taken into" account by expressing y on the right-
hand side of Eq. (2.1) as y = A(s)J{Jy/!3cosvysjR.
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(A.I)

(A.2)

Here A(s), the amplitude of the vertical betatron
oscillations,.. is steadily growing because of the
existing resonance conditions provided by the
extraction se~tupoles. Keeping this in mind one
can rewrite Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) as

x" +Koox = Sn(x2- y2)

y" +KyY = -2Sn xy,
where

€ N
SD(S) = -R+gci~/)(S-Si)' (A.3)

In Eq. (A.I) the term SnX2 on the right-hand side
can also be neglected. because x2< y2 during
extraction. Following the procedure outlined in
Ref. (2) one gets from Eq. (A.I)

3 Ja f8
/
3+21C

8
00
(8) = ~_fJ_x f3~/2( - Sny2)

2 SIn 37TVx 8/3

'cos 3v", ( 'IT + ~ - cP) dcp, (AA)

where

8=f~vxf3x·

The integral is taken over three revolutions, which
is the period of the sinusoi<;lal part of y2 in the
approximated fornl of A2(S)'(f3yIP) cos2 (vys{R), vy
being one-thitd of an integer. If one assumes that
y~ A(s)Jf3y/Pyc~(vysIR), one can replace y2 by
iA2f3y/py. Here A is the average amplitude of the
vertical oscillations during the three revolutions for
which the v shift is being calculated.

Introducing the ~xpression for 8D(S) from
Eq. (A.3) and integrating gives

Sx(8) = v"'. JJr" A2 [!-P3/2 2 sin 7TVx
2 SIn TTVx 2 R x vx

- gC~lI JfJ':-in Nf\OS v", (7T - () - 27T z)J .
VXPy l=O N

(A.S)

It can easily be shown that

Nf\osv", (7T _() _27T z) = sin7TV",~OSiJ",('lTIN - 8).
l=O N SIn 7Tvx/N

(A.6)

Making the approximations py = 2fi'Y' f3:in = Px/2
and·A2 = A2/2, where A is the amplitude which the
vertical oscillations have reached at the end of the
three revolutions under consideration, one gets

8x(8) = l-JR p- A2 [!-..p- - g~ cos~x(7TIN -8)J
4 fJx x R x J2 SIn TtvxlN '

(A.?)

where 0:::;: () < 27TIN. If one now replac.es x by
x +8x On the right-hand side of E.q. (A.2),"'one can
calculate the resulting shift in V y according to
Ref. (2)t:

f
21CR

L1vll =!'IT 0 {3vC2SD)Sx(8)ds. (A.8)

Introducing the expressions for SD and 8x(8) from
Eqs. (A.3) and (A.?) into Eq. (A.8) and integrating
gives

L1 - A2 [ p-2p- € (2 J2- ) . PXPygeN
Vy - 81T - x yR 7T€ - geN + R

· JfJ':-inp", ( € - J~ v", cot 'IT;;)]. (A.9)

With fly = 2Py, f3:in = iPx, ·Px = Rlvx, ,and py =

Rlvy, there results

L11;'y = AS2f2[ -€(27T€ - J2g eN) + J2geN
7T Vx Vy

(A.10)

t The calculation of the vertical v shift is in fact. rrt,ore
complicated. Since the value of Vy over three revolutions. is
integer and the introduced 'gradient perturbation', f(s) =
2Sn(s) Sx(s), has no lower symmetry, then to calculate the
shift in k, that is, three times the value of v y , one cannot use
the' simple formula given in Ref. (2), Eq. (4.31). It can be
shown(6) that for an unperturbed v value exactly an integer
the shift ~k is given by

(Llk)2 = 1;,,2 [n -I J2 12],
where

J
30

Jo = 0 (3y(s)f(s) cis,

J
30

J2 = ° (3y(s)!(s) exp[i(2k8/3)] ds,

8~Js~
oVy {3y(p)' .

and the integration is taken over three revolutions, each of
length C. If IJo I > IJ2 I, and Jo< 0 as is the case here,:then
we have(6)

1 / IJ2 1
2

L1vy = 12Tr Jo -y1- J~ •

Thus the error introduced by using the formula L1vy,=
(lj12Tr)Jo is of the order t IJ2 1

2 j12TrJo. The quantity I J2 f

in the approximations used here is zero. This is because t~e

sinusoidal part of y2 = A2({3yjPy ) cos2 (k8j3) was neglecte~l.
That is, Jo arises from the nonoscillatory part of y2, while
IJ2 1 comes from the part containing cos (2k8j3) i.e., th~

oscillatory term of frequency 2kj3. If this term is included,
however, it is found that the correction to the simple
formula used in the text is of the order of 10 per cent.
Furthermore, the correction to expressions that follow from
setting L1vy = 0 are negligible. We have therefore retained
the simpler form for the v shift.
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